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Goal 

The development of our coastline is a reality. 

In the past we have acted in ways which have caused many 

environmental and social problems. 

Hopefully as future development occurs, we will apply the principles 

we have learnt in using our coastal zone wisely. 

This book seeks to increase student awareness of 

some of the forces that shape our coastline, 

the natural behaviour of beaches, sediment flow, how man 

has interfered with this, and 

some management issues relevant to coastal land development 

in the hope that future generations will know and understand more, so 

that they can adopt codes of behaviour consistent with effective 

management practices. 
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Preface 

There is a Teachers guide available which is updated each year so that new id,eas and issues can be discussed. It contains 
exam questions, suggested answers to most exercises and information on how tio construct the equipment for the exercises. 
Page 102 details what resources are required for each of the units as well as th•� address for the videos. Concepts in many 
places are linked with activities. It is essential you see the videos as they tie in with the text 

The field work can be done as a single day excursion to the beach and should be carefully planned. All new words are in 
bold and are defined soon after. 
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Unit One 

Objectives 

Students should have knowledge of 

I. Wave making principles

2. Characteristic features of waves

3. How trade winds are formed and control our coastal wave patterns

4. Types of waves and their characteristics

5. Wave observation and measurement methods using ripple and wave tanks

4. The characteristics of shoaling waves

5. Wave patterns that move sand

6. Methods by which long shore drift can be measured

7. Effects of shoaling waves on the coastline

8. Wave refraction, diffraction, reflection and sets

9. Tides as a wave phenomenon

10. The units of time, frequency and period as they apply to waves

Students should be able to 

1. Research local wave and current patterns and present the results in an excursion report 

2. Make calculations involving the changing patterns of waves in a ripple or wave tank or from direct observation

3. Summarize these changes in tabular or graphical form

4. Suggest ways in which the data from a different wave patterns may charnge due to changing environmental
conditions e.g. a cyclone

5. Make calculations involving distance, celerity, wavelength and time for hypothetical wave data

6. Discuss tides as a wave form

7. Use a ripple tank or wave tank to experiment with wave patterns and as a result:

(a) measure wave length, celerity and time
(b) describe how waves refract and diffract
(c) differentiate between diffraction, refraction and reflection
(d) discuss different coastal engineering structures

8. View a series of videos and as a result:-
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(a) become more aware of wave shapes, characteristics and interactions with the coastline
(b) become more aware of how weather patterns effect wave characteristics



Topic 1 

Wave 
Formation 

··=
=

?

Waves are living energy created by the sun. 

As the sun heats the oceans of the world, it 

causes parcels of air above the sea to rise. As a 

result, a partial vacuum above the ocean's surface 

is created and nearby, cooler air moves into this 

space. 

This movement of air is called wind. As the 

wind moves over the surface of the sea, it causes 

the surface to wrinkle and drags the water mol

ecules into a ripple. The more the wind blows, the 

bigger the ripples until finally a wave is formed. 

The distance over which the winds can actually 

manufacture waves is called the fetch. 

e 

0 

0 

The sun provides the energy for the 
air molecules above the sea surface 
to rise 

These molecules rise as a-.,_ 
parcel of air 

Parcels of air dose 
by move in to the 
space creatin!:J 
wind 

.. .. :::::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::::::::::ti:::::::::sff\.:.:.:.: .... 

As this par ce,1 moves over the water it 
c auses the water molecules to wrinkle 
forming rippl,es 

Fig 1.1: Principles of wave formation. 

Fig 1.2: These waves have formed as a result of large amounts of wind. Photonraph courtesy Australian Surfing Life 
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Unit 1 

A study of waves is important because it helps engineers design ports, harboms, sea defence systems and 

lately, sandy beaches. We need to know how powerful waves are, when they wiU break, how they break and 

what their effects are on the sediments below. The design of boats, surfboards rund ocean liners also depends 

on a knowledge of wave characterisitcs. Let us begin by looking at some general characteristics of waves. 

The significance of each will become apparent as we progress through the book 

* A wave is defined as a carrier of energy and is said to have the following general characteristics.

* Energy. This is transferred from the wind to the wave. When the wave bre:aks, the energy of the wave

is transferred to the environment in which it breaks. (e.g: sand, rocks cir even the wave breaking

turbulence).

* Celerity: This is the speed of the wave in a certain direction and is express1a:d in metres per second and

has the symbol C.

* Wavelength: The distance is metres between wave crests or troughs. The uni1ts are metres and the symbol

is (L).
* Frequency is the number of wave crests that pass a fixed point in a certain time. Frequency has the symbol

f. Frequency is expressed as waves per second.

* Period: This is the time between waves. The period has the symbol T and is expressed as seconds per

wave. If you stood at the beach and counted the number of broken waves tlhat touched your feet every

minute, you would be measuring the period of the broken waves.

* Crest. The top of the wave is called the crest and the bottom of the wave is called the trough.

* The orbit fields. The wind causes the water to move in a series of circles called wave orbits. These circles

or orbits move in a circular motion and decrease in diameter with depth. A seiries of wave orbits as shown

in the figure below, is called an orbitfield.

crest 
wavelength 

---- A. 
---.! 

Fig 1.3: Some general characteristics of waves. 

Now waves in the sea develop to a plan. Look 

at Figures 1.4 and 1.5, and assume that no 

waves have entered the system. 

When there is no wind there are no waves. 

The first wind blows causing an initial distur

bance and ripples form. The ripples are very 

irregular and uneven and the direction in which 

they travel varies. The crests are barely per

ceptible. 
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developed devel,op,ng 
fully + 
swell swell 

Orbit_,,,;,fo 
fields� 

0 

..,_ rising sea _..... +-- ripples 

Fig 1.4: Plan view of t,ow waves develop. 
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Wave formation 

videos are available 

Classroom Video 

8i1 Frenchs Forest Rd 

Frenchs Forest 2089 
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